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Enjoy your way into one of the craziest beat'em ups! Be a helper soul, take your weapon and destroy everything on
your path!

This is a BETA build currently. Content is being added constantly! So please bring me your feedback to improve more
this experience.

NOT FOR SENSITIVE PLAYERS!
________________________________________________________________

Kally was once known as a lonely girl, without family and friends. Maybe that was the reason... she died.

Now Kally has found out she is in hell, where darkness is everywhere and horrendous creatures want to devour her.

She meets a new companion: Eerik, who died in strange circumstances and was apparently locked in jail.

The Grim Reaper appeared, and Kally and Eerik thought it was over and that Death-himself was taking their souls with him.
But Eerik caught Grim Reaper off-guard, stole his scythe, and gave it to Kally.

After an intense fight, Eerik cut off the head of Grim Reaper and decided to bring it with them as proof of their strength.

Death's head tells them that in order to escape and go back on earth among the living, they must take down the supreme
king...

And he is on top of the hills...
Inside a huge castle guarded by demonic creatures!
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There awaits the darkest adventure of our lives!

This rooms are magic portals, any door could bring you anywhere, where you gonna go?

¿ How long can you survive ?
____
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I recommend this game for the OST if nothing else. It's a good mix of heavy industrial tracks at various paces, at a reasonable
price. It reminds me a bit of Zynthetic's work for Killing Floor when it was still a mod for UT2003/4.

"Crimson Metal" - it's a perfect name for a no holds barred, visceral, brutal skill-based FPS. Unfortunately, it misses the mark
by a wide margin, but that doesn't mean it can't be enjoyed.

Before reading the rest of the review, please know that there were several moments in the game where my heart rate jumped.
The level design is good, and secrets are clever (remember, press T to pick up a crate). You can save anywhere, and you will
need to because it is very easy to die very quickly. The fact that the developer still supports it nearly a year after release by
releasing Episodes as free DLC is worth mentioning. There is a way to enable dual weapons, and this effectively turns you into a
murder machine for as long as you have ammo (not long).

I played through the fourth level in Ep1, finished the 1st level in Ep2 and Ep3. My experience is that the graphics are mostly
horrible (I had to go back and play Firestarter (2004) to get my bearings back), the sound effects, while good sounding, have no
distance degradation or direction. The engine (rumored to be FPS Maker) is rife with bugs, with most enemies instantly
disappearing upon death, some animating into corpses, large crates being sent into and beyond ceilings, and yourself, if a
movable object is between you and an enemy, the enemy can push you through a wall into oblivion.

The loading screen hints look like poorly compressed jpgs. As many have mentioned, there are no options you can adjust to
improve your experience. There are no stats at level completion. There are no achievements (I see this as a good thing).

Pick it up for the soundtrack. Play it if you are willing to push through the unignorable engine and developer coding limitations
to find a game that's reasonably enjoyable.. A damn good game with an immersive storyline. Considering this game was made
quite some time back. It works falwlessly well with mordern OSes. There was a elevator bug in the game in the last level. Make
sure after defeating the queen, when you activate the elevator you have your focus on the player, otherwise you will get stuck
and will have to battle the queen agaaaainn... Nice, simple game. For some reason, this game reminded me Bumpy's Arcade
Fantasy for MS-DOS.

I love this game!
The 3D elements, the gameplay, the music, overall!

Thank you Battenberg Software!. pretty good game. Good, not Grand.
Reminded me of the game of life, enjoyed it to some extent balancing work, school, dating/children, and finances.
Like some other reviewers I also thought there'd be more in depth between relationships and there wasn't so much as a picture
of the person you marry just the (M) for man and (W) for women. As I was the cat (Chairman Meow) at the time it did not
apply to my beastial preference.

All joking aside after awhile it does become redundant as your basically running back and forth between work, school, and
home I'd give this game a 6.5/10 was entertaining for 20 something hours and then afterwards became more of a chore.
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I enjoyed the initial concept of the game, just wish there was a bit more depth and content to keep you going. It felt like the
landscape could've been more detailed as it was just basically a newspaper-ish colorish background.

I also would've liked (and expected) preset characters rather than having to build your own that way the accomplishments
would've felt more enjoyable as if you actually worked hard and was invested in this predetermined person.
The customizable character is nice as an add on, but having preset characters with different traits that you have to work with
feels much more of an achievement than setting up your own.

For example: I was born behind a dumpster, but guess what I have a bachelors in law or accounting and can become a paralegal
or accountant making $20/hr off the bat, no need for me to work them garbage jobs to climb up even though I'm set back by my
alcohol and cigarettes, pardon my ex convict status I'll still be a baller cause they be hiring.
I barely touched any of the low ranking jobs, such as server, groundskeeper, salesperson, real estate agent, etc.
It was just more viable and easier to become a Teacher/Professor/Lawyer/Accountant/Engineer, not going to lie though the
Doctors degree was definitely a long stretch even having that as an achievement would've made this game better, I passed on
being a doctor too time consuming and eventually made just as much as a Lawyer $119/hr in New York.

After playing it for hours, the same things just keep happening over and over; rinse and repeat.
Was very close to giving it a positive review, but fell just short of it waiting to see if they get some in depth updates++. I am
usually really forgiving, but this game is miserably bad for a few reasons.

My largest issue with it though is the lack of options...at all...

Want to change the audio? Tough luck

Want to change the video / graphic quality? Tough lucl

Want any sort of options at alll? Tough luck

There is just nothing, and the game doesn't tell you that hitting ESC at the title screen will exit the game, until after you figure
out that hitting enter is how you progress to the actual game and receive that tidbit of information.

The audio is HORRIBLE. It is nails on a chalkboard bad. It is not scary, it is just agonizing to listen to.

The game is abysmal.
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Poor implentation, optimisation and absoloutely zilch in terms of developer community communication. Disappointing mess,
don't waste your time.. I murdered the revisionist dog Deng Xiaoping and established fully automated luxury communism with
Chinese characteristics. 10/10. a very stupid game. the best program for your driver. Demo was fun to play, so I didn't hesitate
before I pressed "Buy" in a full version! Love it!. queued for 8 days straight with no matches. Yes, yes.
This does look like Deep Space Waifu.
But it doesn't have shooting
It just has evading.
Gonna give it a decent to strong 7/10.

10/13/2017 Patch Notes:
Some interesting changes this patch!

Archer. Happy New Year!:
Hey everybody, have a happy new year!

Don't forget that today's ETL daily bonus is "New Year's Luck".

Every new game started has a big boost in odds to get rare stuff from chests all day. Isn't that great?!

Also: I'm almost done with a new guide, which could be out as soon as tonight. Stay tuned!

-Del_Duio. Issues with installation of "Let's Get Nepucated" DLC fixed!:
Hello citizens of Gamindustri!

We heard that several of you had issues with the DLC showing up in-game! We have implemented a fix that should allow the
DLC to be installed.

Thank you all for your patience on this matter!. Alpha 24.8.1 Hotfix now on Steam Unstable:
This is a quick hotfix for a particularly bad bug included in the the 24.8 release, and a tweak to the default speed control setting:

Fixed server error when starting a building in the old building system.
Changed the default speed control setting to let both clients and hosts control it.

. New Games, DLC, And Discounts:
Great new games and now new DLC are rolling out over the coming weeks. Here are some of the great new games available.

New Discounts:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/702910/Destination_Dungeon_Crypts_of_Warthallow/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/719460/Crankies_Workshop_Grizzbot_Assembly_2/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/801200/Fitzzle_Mighty_Bears/

New DLC:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040680/Magic_Word_Alchemist_Sound_Track/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040180/Little_Reds_Forest_Fun_Sound_Track/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040130/Destination_Dungeon_Catacombs_of_Dreams_Sound_Track/

New Games:
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018580/Magic_Word_Alchemist/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1021700/Little_Reds_Forest_Fun/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1026900/Spattle_Cats/

You can find a list of new DLC on the publisher page linked below. These DLC are high resolution wall papers with fantastic
art and new splendid soundtracks.

https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33045467/. [Weekend Special] 50% off Spatial Scanner and Extended Hull!
Experience bonuses!:

Pilots, the weekend begins! Time to prepare your fleet for new victories!

Weekend special:

 50% off Spatial Scanner and Extended Hull

 Bonus +50% experience in battles

 x2 experience transfer rate

Spatial scanner and Hull extender can be bought in the ship menu from hull and CPU modifiers.

Boost your fleet! Let's win together!

Sincerely,
Star Conflict team
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